
   

 
2019 ISA AGM -TECHNICAL  REPORT 

 
 
 
Due to the unexpected resignation of Mrs Jackie Gold I took over as the 
temporary chair of technical regulations in June 2018. 
 
In June, with the help of Don Nicholls, all the ISA rules were updated and  
amended and uploaded to the ISA website. This was a very laborious process & I 
thank Don for all his work. 
 
In July 2019 following the ISU congress all of the ISA rules were updated again 
due to massive changes in the ISU Novice rules. This meant: 
 
- the renaming of all the novice levels for competitions and events (Basic Novice; 
Intermediate Novice; Advanced Novice) 
 
-ages of novice bought into line with the ISU Novice categories, to allow for ease 
of competing Internationally 
 
-novice tests changed to be inline with the new ISU naming. 
 
-GOEs adjusted to +5 /-5 
 
Artistic rules were amended to allow for ties to be broken. Previously there was 
no provision for the breaking of the tie. 
 
A proposal was put to the board to allow any 2 double jumps to be included into 
artistic programs.  The majority of the board did not vote in favour of this 
proposal. It should be noted that the USA is currently allowing skaters to do any 
jump they like (double, triple, quadruple) & are also asking the skaters for a 
signature move!  
 
Currently the tests are being looked at however, even with the change to +5/ -5 , 
the judges that I have spoken to appear to be in favour of leaving the pass marks 
as they are. Ie No test can pass with more than 2 elements having a -3.  
 
Angelique is looking at the dance tests, but with the introduction of the new ISU 
dances (eg Tea time tango etc) we will wait to see what comes out from the ISU 
Dance committee. This is something that the new Chair can look into. 
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